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Agenda 

In the following presentation I will 
present some “best practices” and 

practical “rules of thumb” for applying 
these technologies to fan filters. 



How AMC filtration works 

AMC filters remove gas phase contaminates by 
removing them as the air passes through the 

AMC media. Each AMC filter adsorbs the 
contaminates as a function of residence time, 
and so the manufacturer’s specified flux rate 

(flow per unit area of media) cannot be increased 
or both the removal efficiency and lifetime will be 

substantially decreased. 



An FFU is designed to delivery a 

typical 90 FPM air flow at the 0.48” 

pressure drop of the PTFE filter, 

with 20% reserve 



When you add an AMC 

prefilter how much pressure 

drop to you add to the 

system? 
Note: the following examples are 
picked at random and could have 
just as easily been an Entegris, 

Purafil, American Air Filter, 
Cambridge or etc. filter 



Example 1, Camfil Gigapleat@ 

0.25” 



Example 2, Donaldson BSM Max 

@ 0.8” 



Answer: it will knock the flow down 

by 30-70% from the typical 90 FPM 

spec, when we only have 20% 

reserve to work with 



For proper flow through the AMC 

filter the AMC/PTFE ration needs to 

be roughly 1:1  



And that single fan design limits the 

size of the AMC filter, forcing the 

flow rate through the AMC filter to 

be way too high  



Ideal application of the AMC 

filter, versus ease of service  

The ideal location for the AMC 

filter is after the fans, so their 

contribution to the overall AMC 

load can be removed 



Applying the AMC filter as a 

“prefilter” in the system 



A full height air mixing plenum 



Handles are often provided for 

ease of changing 



After fan mounting of the AMC 

filter is ideal both from the 

standpoint of lowering overall 

height system height and 

negating AMC contribution from 

the fans in the FFU 



A sample drawing of an AMC 

filter applied after the fans 



Getting your needs met when 

you need a FFU/AMC filter 

combination 

Let your preferred FFU vendor know the 
current concentration of the species you wish 
to eliminate. If you don’t know the species or 

concentration they can hook you up with 
vendors who can do that work for you. Your 
goal is to have a solution proposed that will 
deliver an AMC filter/FFU combination, to 
meet CFM requirement, with an expected 
lifetime/efficiency table for the AMC filter. 



AMC filter efficiency/lifetime 

curve 



Ionization and FFUs 



Since the Fan Filter’s job is to 

deliver particulate free air to the 

front end/Factory 

Interface/EFEM, or other clean 

zone within a tool, it is natural to 

think of the FFU and ionization 

in the same breath 



FFU powers the 

controller/interface module 



Extended Filter frame with “L” 

brackets, ready to have the ion 

bars snapped into place.(PTFE 

filter of the FFU is pictured 

upside down) 



With the Ion bar “snapped’ 

into place 



Sample FFU with pre-mounted 

Ion Bar and power to the 

controller/interface module 



Conclusion 

- Adding AMC filters to a FFU is 

a specialty and needs to be 

applied directly to the need, and 

not in a general way 

- Integrating Ionization into an 

FFU is a good way to save 

steps and free up design time 
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